, the algebra of all continuous linear operators from (S, ß) into (B, ß). This paper studies the algebra [ß:ß\ and some of its subalgebras, in the norm topology and in the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets. We also study a special class of operators, the translation operators.
For 4> an analytic map of the open unit disc into itself, the translation operator U , is defined on B by V ±f(x) = f(.4>x). In particular we obtain an expression for the norm of the difference of two translation operators.
Introduction.
In 1957, R. C. Buck initiated the study of B in the strict topology. Subsequent research has shown that it may be more suitable to study B endowed with the strict topology than with the sup norm topology a. For instance, the dual of (B, ß) is simpler [7] and the closed ideals in (B, ß) have and showed that it is a closed (in the induced norm topology) subalgebra of exists an Al such that f in S implies ||/|| < M. Since ß convergence implies k convergence, it follows that the strict closure of S is also bounded in (B, ß).
Thus the strict closure of S is bounded and closed and hence compact (see [7] ).
Then \TJ converges to zero uniformly on the closure of S and hence on 5.
In (ß, ß) we know that ß C a, that a subset is bounded if and only if it is a bounded, and that on bounded subsets the topology is determined by sequential = az tot some complex number a with |fl| < 1, we write the operator U, as t7fl.
Thus Ua{f){z) = f{az). Observe that one can without loss take the supremum over those / in H(D)
or in H(D ) whose norm is strictly less than one. Let / be in H(D) with ||/|| < 1.
Then ||/|| < c < 1 and / is in H(D ,) for some r' sufficiently close to 1. Hence it follows easily that there exists an r with 1 < r < r' such that / £ H(Dr) and 11/11 < 1. Therefore any /used to compute Al is used to compute Mr fot some r. Corollary. The u.b. closure of \U : \a\ < 1\ is \U : \a\ < lj.
Proof. The proof is the same as for the previous theorem.
In fact the proof actually shows that the weak closure of {U, : ||r/>|| < 1¡ is \U ,: ||</>|| < 1 (. 
